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Zend Enterprise PHP Patterns (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2009
Zend Enterprise PHP Patterns is the culmination of years of experience in the development of web-based applications designed to help enterprises big and small overcome the new challenges of the web-based application world and achieve harmony in not only the architecture of their application, but also the entire process under which that...
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iOS Application Security: The Definitive Guide for Hackers and DevelopersNo Starch Press, 2016

	Eliminating security holes in iOS apps is critical for any developer who wants to protect their users from the bad guys. In iOS Application Security, mobile security expert David Thiel reveals common iOS coding mistakes that create serious security problems and shows you how to find and fix them.

	

	After a crash course...
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Macs Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Some less-than-charitable folks insist on calling Mac users a “cult.” Why? Well, who knows, really? Perhaps it’s because people who use a Mac actually enjoy using a computer, as opposed to folks using other systems who seem to wage a daily war to stop themselves from putting a fist through their screens. Perhaps it’s because...
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Beginning Oracle Database 11g  Administration: From Novice to Professional (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2009
This book, written by veteran Oracle database administrator Iggy Fernandez, a regular on the Oracle conference circuit and the editor of NoCOUG Journal, is a manageable introduction to key Oracle database administration topics including planning, installation, monitoring, troubleshooting, maintenance, and backups, to name...
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Food52 Mighty Salads: 60 New Ways to Turn Salad into Dinner--and Make-Ahead Lunches, Too (Food52 Works)Ten Speed Press, 2017

	A collection of 60 recipes for turning ordinary salads into one-dish worthy meals. 


	Does anybody need a recipe to make a salad? Of course not. But if you want your salad to hold strong in your lunch bag or carry the day as a one-bowl dinner, dressing on lettuce isn’t going to cut it.


	Make way for Mighty...
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Bug Patterns In JavaApress, 2002
This book is written for anyone familiar with programming in  Java who wants to more effectively prevent, explain, communicate about, or fix  bugs. This may include developers from industry, the government, or academia,  was well as computer science students. Developers in each of these categories  possess a wide range of...
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Professional Refactoring in C# & ASP.NET (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Refactoring is an effective way to quickly uncover problematic code and fix it. In this first book to provide a hands-on approach to refactoring in C# and ASP.NET, you'll discover to apply refactoring techniques to manage and modify your code. Plus, you'll learn how to build a prototype application from scratch and discover how to refactor the...
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Maintainable JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The professionalization of web development has been a difficult journey because of our
	
		disparate beginnings. Even those who end up at large companies such as Yahoo! inevitably
	
		began on their own, hacking around. Perhaps you were even “the web guy” at
	
		a small company and could do pretty much whatever you...
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The Complete Guide to Flipping PropertiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Fix and flip single-family houses for quick profit––and long-term prosperity
The Complete Guide to Flipping Properties offers proven, straightforward guidance for anyone interested in flipping properties for quick profits. This comprehensive guide to flipping will help any real estate investor design a detailed plan for achieving...
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Building a WordPress Blog People Want to ReadPeachpit Press, 2008
Having your own blog isn't just for the nerdy anymore. Today, it seems everyone—from multinational corporations to a neighbor up the street—has a blog. They all have one, in part, because the folks at WordPress make it easy to get one. but to actually build a good blog—to create a blog people want to...
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Maya Feature Creature Creations (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2008
When I was growing up, there were almost no learning resources at my disposal. Trial and error is extremely frustrating. Around the age of seven, I saw an interview with Ray Harryhausen on the making of Clash of the Titans. That was the first “making of ” I’d seen. He discussed making foam puppets from sculptures and placing...
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Becoming A Master Dater: 7 Simple Steps To Rewrite Your Love StoryLaura Medrano, 2021

	
		After spending countless years wondering where her prince charming was, Laura decided to go on a mission. She was determined to fix the common denominator in countless failed relationships... which was HERSELF. It was the only thing she had control of, and she was so exhausted from calling in men that were draining her internal...
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